
DISTANCE LEARNING VERSUS ONLINE LEARNING 
 

Families often wonder about the difference between Distance Learning and Online Learning. 
The chart below describes some of the main differences between the two. If you need additional 
information, please contact Hillsboro Online at 503-844-1050 or email harringl@hsd.k12.or.us. 
 

Distance Learning Online Learning - Hillsboro Online Academy 

Originated and implemented as a way for       
students to continue learning in response      
to the COVID-19 Pandemic, following     
strict guidelines from the Oregon     
Department of Education. 

Opened to all HSD students as an optional        
alternative to the traditional “brick and mortar”       
school in Sept. 2012. 

Individual teachers prepare lessons and     
assignments, posting them on Google     
Classroom and meeting students in     
Google Hangouts. Students are given     
links to outside resources, such as Khan       
Academy, to help them learn the content. 

Uses a commercially-prepared curriculum    
purchased by the District that is aligned to        
Oregon content standards. Content is     
embedded in a purchased Learning Management      
System (LMS) called Canvas. An HSD teacher is        
behind every course. No outside resources are       
required. 

Live lessons are scheduled or assigned      
by each of the student’s teachers and are        
to be attended by students at the       
scheduled time. This is called     
synchronous learning. Students may have     
opportunities for open office hours, live      
stream of lessons and one on one support        
by school staff. 

Does not require live lessons as all content        
including text, videos, learning games, practice      
problems and assessments, is embedded in the       
curriculum. Students do their learning on their       
own schedule or the schedule of their family. This         
is called asynchronous learning.  
Teachers at HOA do schedule one on one or         
group support live sessions in response to       
student or parent requests. Live lessons may be        
scheduled to build school culture and      
connectedness, or as an advisory to address the        
social and emotional needs of students.  

Detailed student and parent orientation     
and support are available to parents      
through Google Classrooms to assist     
parents as they become the parent      
“coach” for their student. Parents are able       
to access student assignments, grades     
and teacher feedback through Parent     
Vue. 

Orientation and support is provided to parents as        
they become the parent “coach” for their student        
at home. The HOA curriculum and Learning       
Management Systems also provide parents with      
access to all lessons, quizzes, tests, grading,       
teacher feedback and messaging. Everything a      
student sees is accessible to the parent. Contact        
between teacher, student and parent is all       
handled through the messaging system that is       
built into the LMS. 
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